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Abstract— We introduce a novel online replanning method
for robotic information gathering by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) called Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem (RDTSP). The considered task is the following: a set of
target locations are to be visited by the robot. From an initial
information gathering plan, obtained as an offline solution of
either the Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem (DTSP) or the
Coverage Path Planning (CPP), the proposed RDTSP ensures
robust information gathering in each given target location by
replanning over possible missed target locations. Furthermore,
a simple decision making is a part of the proposed RDTSP
to determine which target locations are marked as missed and
also to control the appropriate time instant at which the repair
plan is inserted into the initial path. The proposed method
for replanning is based on the Variable Neighborhood Search
metaheuristic which ensures visiting of all possibly missed
target locations by minimizing the length of the repair plan
and by utilizing the preplanned offline solution of the particular
information gathering task. The novel method is evaluated in a
realistic outdoor robotic information gathering experiment with
UAV for both the Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem and the
Coverage Path Planning scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION
This paper presents a new robust approach for solving the
robotic information gathering by Unmanned Aerial Vehicles.
In this task, a set of locations is to be visited by the
robot to collect sensory data. The proposed method called
Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem (RDTSP) is an
online approach that uses the UAV’s onboard computational
resources for replanning and decision making to ensure that
all given target locations are visited, regardless of possible
disturbances during the information gathering task, that can
lead to missing measurements from some of the target
locations.
The first and typical application of the proposed method
arises in the Coverage Path Planning (CPP) [1] scenarios
where a predefined region is given, and the task is to find
appropriate waypoints (sensor measurement locations) such
that the whole area is scanned by the onboard sensor. For
the aerial robotics, a simple zigzag path (further also called
’sweeping’ path) is usually sufficient as there is no need for
avoiding obstacles during the coverage mission.
The second considered scenario is the information gathering specified as the Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem (DTSP) [2], where its multi-robot case is shown in
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Fig. 1: Example of information gathering as a solution
of Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem for multiple UAVs
(MDTSP) on left, and the data collection as a camera
detection of colored objects with number recognition (on
right)

Figure 1. The DTSP is a variant of the well known Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP) [3] for Dubins vehicle, which we
use as a simple model of considered UAV for constructing
smooth constant speed paths. Contrary the CPP, the DTSP
uses a predefined set of target locations, and the task is to
find a minimal length path over all target locations. Notice
that after finding the appropriate waypoints in the area, the
CPP is a special case of the TSP or in our case a special
case of the DTSP.
Using UAVs for obtaining sensory data in such predefined locations in the environment is always influenced
by uncertainties in robot motion, due to wind disturbances
and imprecision of the dynamic model, among other factors.
Another source of uncertainty is introduced into the system
by imperfect sensors used for the particular application.
All these aspects together may cause that some places of
interest are not perceived, or the obtained information is not
sufficient. Often it is possible to detect online (during the
mission) that a required location was not visited properly by
identification of a deviation from the pre-planned trajectory,
or that the obtained sensory measuring is not valid. The
current approach is to collect all the locations with identified
missing sensory information after the mission and to plan
an additional flight over these places to complement the
data. The proposed RDTSP, however, identifies the missing
target locations online and applies the repair plans during the
mission.

The typical solution of the information gathering mission
either for CPP or DTSP is done offline prior to the mission,
and during the execution, a simple trajectory following is
used. However, defining the path for sweeping scenarios
is rather simple by using the zigzag path, the solution of
NP-hard DTSP is computationally demanding. The optimal
solution of the DTSP (for a given sampling of heading angles
of Dubins vehicle) can be obtained using a transformation
of the DTSP into an Asymmetric TSP (ATSP) [4] and then
solved by e.g. Concorde TSP solver [5]. Therefore the further
introduced RDTSP method uses the offline precalculated
path for the information gathering and replans over the
missed target locations such that the new repair part of the
plan (generally a constrained solution of DTSP over missed
locations) is inserted into the original plan.
The proposed Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem is an online algorithm that uses the predefined path
from either CPP or DTSP and ensures the visit of all target
locations by replanning over the missed target locations.
Since the optimal solution of the DTSP is computational
demanding, the proposed RDTSP method utilizes the precomputed plan and inserts the repair plan over the missed
target locations into the existing plan between adjacent
target locations. The existing approaches for the information
gathering and surveillance by UAVs [6], [7], [8], [9] focus on
the planning of the whole mission offline (as a solution of the
DTSP) and do not consider possible replanning over missed
target locations. The proposed VNS-base DTSP planner
keeps planning during the mission and minimizes the overall
path length not only by considering a different sequence of
visiting the missed targets, but also by finding the location
of applying the repair plan. Furthermore, a decision making
approach is used to determine when the replanning is applied
to revisit the missed locations and also to determine which
target locations are considered as missed.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
problem statement of the proposed RDTSP is specified in the
next section. The overall system architecture is introduced
in section III. Section IV describes the proposed method for
RDTSP. First experimental results are presented in V and
section VI concludes the paper.
II. P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
The proposed Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem is based on the idea of utilizing the offline computed
initial plan for information gathering in the online iterative
improvement of the repairing plan that covers the missed
target locations. The RDTSP method uses an initial path
Pinit which is a feasible Dubins path for information gathering over the required target locations. We expect the target
locations S = {s1 , · · · , sn } to be ordered according to the
occurrence inside Pinit .
For the purpose of RDTSP for the targeted Unmanned
Aerial Vehicle, we use the kinematic model of Dubins vehicle [10]. The state of the vehicle q = (p, θ)T = (x, y, θ)T
is described by the position p = (x, y) ∈ R2 and the

heading angle θ ∈ S1 . We expect a constant velocity v of
the information gathering vehicle that is controlled by input
u to either go straight or turn.
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The Dubins vehicle (1) is specific for its minimal turning
radius ρ which can be, for the considered UAV, derived from
the equation of circular motion ρ = vd2 /amax , where vd is
desired constant speed and amax is the maximal acceleration
allowed by the UAV. The distance Ld (qσi , qσj ) between two
states qσi and qσj of the Dubins vehicle is then the shortest
Dubins maneuver out of the six possible maneuvers [10].
For the RDTSP we expect an online deployment where
the replanning of the whole initial path after missing some
locations is not possible due to the fact that the DTSP is
NP-hard, thus very computationally demanding for a large
number of target locations. Instead, we propose the VNSbased method that uses the initial DTSP plan, and try to find
a Dubins path over the missed locations such that the path
can be inserted into the original plan between two adjacent
locations.
After starting the execution of the initial plan, the current
position inside the plan is described by an index number
c ∈ (1, n) that belongs to the location sc which is the last
location that has been attempted to visit. The set Sm contains
k missed target locations. A solution of the RDTSP can be
described as a permutation Σ = (σ1 , · · · , σk+2 ) to visit the
missed locations in Sm , where σ1 > c is location on the
initial plan somewhere in the future, σk+2 = σ1 + 1 is the
location where the repair plan connects back to the initial
plan, and sσi ∈ Sm for i ∈ (2, k + 1) being the missed
target locations.
Furthermore the considered Dubins vehicles requires determining respective heading angles at the target locations
from Σ. The heading angles can be described as a vector
Θ = (θσ1 , · · · , θσk+2 ), where θσ1 and θσk+2 are set to the
values from the initial plan Pinit and the heading angles at
the missed target locations need to be found together with
the permutation of the missed locations Σ.
In other words we want to find the starting location inside
the future part of the plan, from which the repair plan would
be started, together with the sequence of visits to the missed
locations such that the produced path has minimal length.
The addressed RDTSP can be described as an optimization
problem to minimize the length Lpath of the Dubins tour
over the missed target locations:

minimize Lpath =
Σ,Θ

k+2
X

Ld (qσi−1 , qσi )

i=2

subject to σ1 = s ∈ (c + 1, n) ,
σk+2 = σ1 + 1 .

(2)

III. S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE
The software architecture of the proposed system is built
on top of the system developed at Czech Technical University and University of Pennsylvania for our participation
at the MBZIRC competition in Abu Dhabi (see [11] for
a description of the initial version of the CTU system
primarily designed for formation flying [12], [13], [14]
and swarm applications [15], [16], [17]; experiments with
the current version of the MBZIRC system can be found
at http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/projects/mbzirc). The core of the
system, based on Robot Operating System (ROS), is a Model
Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm capable of following
any given trajectory feasible for UAVs (the MPC controller
was built from our solution designed for flying in GPSdenied environment, which is capable of UAV stabilization
and trajectory tracking using only embedded micro-controller
[18], see http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/projects/cesnet for deployment of the system in task of scanning of large historical
buildings). The system allows giving a trajectory specified by
a sequence of waypoints sampled at a predefined frequency,
which is post-processed and smoothed using known UAV
motion constraints. For precise trajectory following, a state
estimation mechanism is integrated fusing data from a variety
of sensors. GPS data, IMU output, an output from image
processing from two cameras, a range finder for altitude
measurement, and in some applications also Differential GPS
can be used in the feedback of the controller.
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Fig. 2: Software architecture. Arrows represent messages,
blocks ROS components. The dashed line symbolizes communication with lower level components.
Figure 2 illustrates the components of the system relevant
to the scope of this paper. The mission consists of visiting a
predefined list of targets (positions where the sensory data
have to be captured), which are collected into a sweeping
trajectory or for which a predefined DTSP solution can be
computed in advance and fed as an input to the system. The
situation assessment node processes the sensory outputs as
well as the current estimated UAV state to track the status
of the current target in the plan. When flying over a target,
this node will assess if the measurements are good enough
and upon failure of the sensor reading or error in position
exceeding an allowed threshold, declares the target as missed.
This status is passed to the decision making node, which
gathers the list of missed targets. Positions of the missed
targets are used by the VNS-DTSP node (we use VNS Variable Neighborhood Search based DTSP) solving the
defined RDTSP problem to repair the plan by optimizing a

DTSP tour over these targets. Each time the VNS-DTSP node
finds a better solution, in the form of a local plan update
including at least one previously missed node, a decision
is made whether to use it or wait for a potentially better
one. When the updated plan is deemed good enough for
its execution, it is fed back to the situation assessment node
which waits for the UAV to be in a state that allows seamless
switching to the new plan, which is then sampled, postprocessed and sent to the controller.
IV. P ROPOSED A PPROACH FOR THE RDTSP
Because the Dubins TSP problem is NP-hard, the exact
optimization scheme requires, in general, a long computation
time and is not suitable to find good solutions in online
settings. In fact, no algorithm is capable of finding optimal
solutions to the DTSP (without sampling the heading angles)
for very large number of points at this moment, which is
the case of our predefined overall mission plan. Moreover,
in most of the information gathering applications, a simple
sweeping or DTSP trajectory over the required places of
interest is preferred, and there is no need to change the
overall plan completely. Therefore we seek only to locally
repair the given plan by re-visiting the missed sensory
locations during the mission.
As new missed targets may come in at any moment, and
due to the anytime nature of the VNS algorithm, we need to
be able to decide when to stop the optimization and switch
to the current best plan. We control the VNS-DTSP scheme
from the decision making node by providing:
• the current plan, serving as a blueprint for plan updates
• a list of missed targets Sm , to be inserted in the current
plan
• current position c inside the current plan
The decision to stop optimizing the current set of missed
targets and to execute the newly adapted repair plan is then
taken based on three criteria: the proximity to the node at
which the current plan update starts (the plan is updated just
before reaching the repair plan start), the time elapsed since
the current best solution was found, and based on number of
missed locations together with chance of missing currently
approaching location.
A. Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem
The proposed solution of the Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem (RDTSP) is based on the Variable
Neighborhood Search (VNS) metaheuristic for combinatorial
optimization [19]. The used VNS method iteratively switches
between shake and local search procedures, where the shake
randomly changes the actual best solution of the problem
and local search then tries to find on such randomly created
solution a new and better solution than the currently best
one. VNS employs a predefined neighborhood structures
N1,...,lmax further described as an operation on the problem
solution which is the planned repair path. A Randomized
variant of the VNS (RVNS) is used, which tries iteratively a
number of same random operations during the local search
procedure.

For finding the appropriate heading angles at the missed
target locations, we propose a sampling based approach
where the heading angles θi ∈ h0, 2π) are equidistantly sampled into m values. The heading angles are then determined
by a graph search over all heading samples for location
sequence Σ and the ones with the minimal path length are
used.
The proposed VNS-based solution of RDTSP uses following neighborhood structures. The randomized shake procedure uses:

Algorithm 1: VNS based method for the RDTSP

1
2
3
4

•

•

•

Path Move (l=1) randomly selects part of the repair
plan between sσ2 and sσk+1 , and moves it to a different
position inside the plan.
Path Exchange (l=2) works similar to the path move,
but selects two random non overlapping parts of the
plan between sσ2 , sσk+1 and exchange their position.
Start Exchange (l=3) is a special neighborhood structure that randomly changes the location sσ1 where
the repairing path starts which also changes the end
of repairing plan to sσk+2 = sσ1 + 1. To limit the
computational demand and also to focus on prior start
of the repairing path, the start exchange is limited by the
maximal distance dmax which is a number of locations
ahead of the current one sc to which the sσ1 is randomly
changed.

During one iteration of the local search procedure, the
Randomized VNS tries one of the following neighborhood
structures for a number of time that is equal to k 2 .
•
•

Point Move (l=1,3) randomly moves one location inside
the solution into different position inside the plan.
Point Exchange (l=2) selects randomly two target
locations and switch their positions.

The VNS-based algorithm for the proposed RDTSP is
summarized in Alg. 1. The planning algorithm is started
every time Sm contains at least one missed location and the
local optimization keeps trying to improve the repair path
until it is applied by the decision making node which clears
the set of missed target locations Sm .
The algorithm is written for the online execution during
the mission, where both the set of missed locations Sm and
the current index of location c are changing. During the
deployment, the current index c increases which requires
to change the considered staring locations sσ1 and ending
locations sσk+2 of the repair path to be sσ1 > c and sσk+2 =
sσ1 +1 which is done by adjustStart on line 3. Whenever the
c increases, the algorithm changes automatically the starting
position to the one inside dmax that produces the shortest
repair path. Furthermore, the introduction of new missed
locations into Sm requires addition of the location to the
existing repair plan (addToPath on line 5) which is done
greedily. By this manner, the proposed VSN-base algorithm
for RDTSP benefits from reusing the existing repair plan
during the deployment and tries to optimize it to minimize
the additional path length required to revisit the missed target
locations.

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Input
: Pinit – initial plan
Input
: dmax – start lookahead distance
Input
: lmax – maximal number of neighborhoods
Input
: m – Number of heading angles samples
Changing Input: Sm – Set of missed locations
Changing Input: c – actually passed location index in Pinit
Output
: P – Actual RDTSP repair plan
P ← createInitialPath(Sm ) ;
// greedily
while Repair plan is not applied do
if c changes then
adjustStart(P ,c) ;
// ensures sσ1 > c
if new missed target si ∈ Sm then
addToPath(P ,si ) ;

// greedily

l←1
while l ≤ lmax do
P 0 ← shake(P , l)
P 00 ← localSearch(P 0 , l)
if Lpath (P 00 ) < Lpath (P ) then
P ← P 00
l←1
else
l ←l+1

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
The proposed RDTSP method has been tested in a realistic
outdoor experiment with the UAV depicted in Fig. 3. The
Dubins vehicle model is used for the hexarotor UAV to
produce smooth paths over the target locations using constant
speed trajectories that are preferred due to the precision of
sensory measurements in the information gathering scenario.

Fig. 3: The hexarotor UAV used during the experimental verification of the proposed RDTSP in scenario with
initial plan obtained as the DTSP (for more details see
http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/ecmr17rdtsp)
Two different scenarios have been used to verify the
performance of the online replanning of the RDTSP. The
first scenario is based on precomputed coverage path plan
(’sweeping’ plan) where the given area is covered by the
simple zigzag plan (see section V-A). The second scenario
uses an offline open-loop DTSP plan over specified target
locations. Section V-B describes the second scenario.

For both scenarios1 , the same configuration of the proposed RDTSP has been used. The maximal distance in which
the VNS-based method considers the disconnection from the
original plan and applying the repair path has been set to
dmax = 20. The nominal forward speed of UAV during the
experiment has been set to constant speed vc = 2.5 m
s . The
RDTSP further uses the number of sampled heading angles
m = 16 and turning radius of the Dubins vehicle ρ = 4m.
The turning radius has been selected with respect to the
maximal acceleration amax = 3 sm2 of the used hexarotor
UAV.
The decision making node in the conducted RDTSP experiments has been used for determining whether the specified
target locations were visited and also for determining when
the calculated repair plan is applied. The comparison of the
target locations position and UAV odometry was used to
assess the missing of a target location with decision tolerance
distance of 1m. Furthermore, to test the real replanning
ability of the proposed method, the decision making used
an artificially introduced probability pmiss = 0.2 of missing
the target location (which simulates an error in the sensory
data measurements). Furthermore, the decision of applying
the repair path (also done by the decision making node) has
been set to a simple variant where the new plan is applied
every time the UAV reaches a starting position of the repair
path with two or more missing target locations.

During the experiment, a total number of six target locations were missed, either due to the real displacement of the
UAV position from the original plan or due to the artificially
introduced random missing of the target. The initial three
targets, as shown in Fig. 5, were revisited by the first repair
path and the other three by the second replanning, always
by connecting the repair plan between two adjacent target
locations on the original coverage plan.

A. RDTSP in coverage scenario

B. RDTSP in DTSP scenario

z [m]

The conducted experiment of RDTSP in the Coverage
Path Planning scenario uses a simple zigzag plan over the
specified area with equidistantly sampled target locations
(see Figure 4).
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Fig. 5: Two repair plans applied by the RDTSP method
during the execution of the coverage scenario.

In the RDTSP scenario with the initial path as the Dubins
Traveling Salesman Problem, a total number of 20 target
locations were specified. The initial plan, an open-loop
version of the DTSP, was found by conversion of the DTSP
into the ATSP and then optimally solved using the Concorde
solver. The results of the experiment are depicted in Figure 6
and Figure 7, where the two missed target locations at the
beginning of the mission are revisited by one repair path that
is significantly shorter compared to the case of visiting the
missed locations after the mission.
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Fig. 4: Initial coverage zigzag path plan between starting and
ending positions with equidistantly sampled target locations.
The positions of the UAV (’Traveled path by UAV’) shows
the odometry measurements of the UAV that includes the
two applied repair plans to revisit the target locations missed
during the mission.
1 We refer to http://mrs.felk.cvut.cz/ecmr17rdtsp for
more information and video from the outdoor experiment that further
visualizes the real time performance of RDTSP method.
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Fig. 6: The initial Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem plan
over specified target locations together with the odometry
measurements of the UAV including the additional repair
path over missed target locations.
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Fig. 7: The repair path applied after missing two target
locations in the beginning of the DTSP scenario

The experimental verification shows that the proposed
RDTSP is a robust method for the information gathering
tasks, both for the CPP and DTSP scenarios, where all the
missed target locations were revisited by the repair paths. The
introduced online method minimizes the overall length by
connecting the repair plan into the initially computed offline
plan. Especially Figure 6, with the DTSP scenario, shows the
benefits of the online replanning with lookahead distance,
where the final path length is minimized by selecting the
appropriate target location of connection the repair plan.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we introduced a novel method for information gathering by UAVs called Reactive Dubins Traveling Salesman Problem. The method uses a precomputed
information gathering path from either the Coverage Path
Planning for scanning of a given area or from the Dubins
Traveling Salesman Problem where the length of the path
over all given target locations is minimized. The proposed
VNS-based online algorithm for the RDTSP uses the predefined path during the mission execution and ensures the
robustness of information gathering task by replanning the
initial plan for visiting possible missed target locations due
to disturbances in sensory measurements or localization. The
proposed method was verified in realistic outdoor information gathering experiments with hexarotor UAV and shows
the robustness of the proposed online replanning approach
in both CPP and DTSP scenarios. For the future work, we
intend to investigate different strategies and improvements
for the decision making, where the application of the repair
plan is based on the real sensor measurements.
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